
A practical method for monitoring
general practice mortality in the UK:

findings from a pilot study in a health board of
Northern Ireland

ABSTRACT
Background
The Baker report into Dr Harold Shipman’s murders
recommended monitoring mortality in general practice,
but there is currently no practical method available to
implement this.

Aim
To monitor mortality rates in response to the Baker
report and to use the data to improve quality of care.

Design of study
Prospective mortality monitoring study.

Setting
Eastern Health and Social Services Board, Northern
Ireland.

Method
Linked quarterly mortality data from 1994–2001 were
compiled for 114 general practices in Eastern Health
and Social Services Board in Northern Ireland. Cross-
sectional control charts compared crude and adjusted
mortality rates across all the practices. Longitudinal
control charts analysed quarterly mortality rates over
28 quarters within each practice. Practices were sent
their own control charts and invited to feedback
workshops. Special cause variation in mortality was
investigated as follows: checks on data, case-mix,
practice structures, processes of care and finally
individual carers. 

Results
Age, sex and deprivation adjusted cross-sectional
control charts identified 18 practices as showing
special cause variation in their mortality (11 high and 7
low). Assignable causes were found for all high special
cause practices: large numbers of nursing home
patients (six practices), very high levels of deprivation
and high morbidity not captured by our case-mix
adjustment (five practices). For three of seven low
special cause practices, case-mix adjustment
underestimated affluence and overestimated morbidity
levels. Feedback indicated widespread support for the
principle of monitoring, but concerns about the public
disclosure of mortality data.

Conclusions 
We have successfully developed and piloted a general
practice mortality monitoring system with the support
and participation of local stakeholders. This used
control charts for analysis and followed a scientific
strategy for investigating special cause variation.
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INTRODUCTION
Following Dr Harold Shipman’s murder of at least
215 of his own patients, the Baker report
recommended routine monitoring of general practice
mortality rates.1 This recommendation is challenging
for a number of reasons.2 Routine mortality
monitoring needs high quality mortality data linked to
general practices.3 There is debate about how easy it
is to distinguish unusual variation in general practice
mortality from chance variation.4,5 Finally, it is not
clear what action should be taken in the event of an
unusual variation in mortality.

The Baker report did not recommend a statistical
method for monitoring. Standard statistical tests
such as χ2 test or t-tests might be used or more
sophisticated approaches such as multilevel
modelling.6 Control charts based on Shewhart’s
theory of variation are another alternative.7,8 This
theory classifies variation into two categories
according to the action required to reduce it.
Common cause variation is unlikely to have an
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assignable cause. It is expected in any process
because it is intrinsic to every process and it affects
all in that process. To reduce common cause
variation requires action on the underlying process.
Special cause variation is likely to have an assignable
cause. It does not affect all in that process. Special
cause variation needs to be investigated to identify
the assignable cause and appropriate action taken. If
it results in less favourable outcomes, appropriate
action may be to remove the assignable cause. If it
results in more favourable outcomes knowledge of
the assignable cause is used to improve the process
as a whole. 

Control charts distinguish between common cause
and special cause variation. They have three lines, a
central line (the average) and upper and lower control
limits set at 3σ from the central line.9 Data points
appearing outside the control limits, or certain
unusual patterns indicate special cause variation.9

Shewhart control charts have proved powerful at
identifying special cause variation in high profile
cases such as Bristol and Shipman.10 They have
been used for analysis of variation in clinical
outcomes by different service providers.11,12 They are
also less likely to lead to over-investigation than
traditional analyses.13 We sought to explore the
feasibility of routine monitoring of death rates in
general practice using a system designed around
control charts. The immediate requirement was to
meet the recommendations of the Shipman Inquiry.14

However, monitoring and systematic investigation of
special causes, linked to an educational process
provides a potentially useful model for a general
approach to quality improvement in primary care. We
report findings from a 2-year pilot project (February
2002–April 2004) based in Northern Ireland’s Eastern
Health and Social Services Board.

METHOD
Northern Ireland Mortality Data
The population denominator is a list — held by the
Central Services Agency (CSA) — of all patients
registered with a GP in Northern Ireland: the Central
Health Index (CHI). The numerator is the number of
deaths. These are notified to the CSA on a weekly
basis, mainly from the General Register Office (GRO)
and routinely linked back to the CHI list. Nearly all
(approximately 98%) GRO records are traceable. We
used the CHI to determine the number of deceased
and live patients for each general practice. 

Additional information on each patient included
age, sex and a Jarman deprivation score. The
deprivation score was calculated for each
enumeration district from 1991 Census data15 and
assigned to each patient through their residential
postcode. A Jarman deprivation profile was also

assigned to each general practice.16 Detailed data on
all deaths based on the death certificate, such as
cause and place of death, have been compiled at
practice level by linking the GRO deaths data with
the CSA mortality data. This data can assist in the
determination of patient case-mix.

General practice population sizes were available
on a quarterly basis via the General Medical Services
(GMS) payment system. This, along with the number
of deaths of patients registered with a general
practice, enabled historical mortality data, in the form
of quarterly rates, to be determined. No detailed
historical information on age, sex and deprivation
was available.

Analysis
The Eastern Health and Social Services board
includes 147 general practices. Practices undergoing
mergers and splits were excluded and we analysed
mortality rates from 114 anonymised general
practices, which cover 667 000 of Northern Ireland’s
population of approximately 1.7 million. 

We produced two types of cross-sectional control
charts, one comparing crude mortality rates for all
5 years (1996–2000) from each of the 114 practices
to the Northern Ireland mortality rate. The other
compared age, sex and deprivation adjusted
mortality rates. The control limits for this analysis are
based on the Northern Ireland data. Practice list
sizes were omitted from these two control charts to
protect individual general practices’ anonymity.

We produced longitudinal (time–series) control
charts for each individual general practice. These
showed the difference between the Northern Ireland
quarterly mortality per 1000 population and the
crude practice quarterly mortality per 1000 practice
population over 28 quarters, (third quarter of 1994
through to the second quarter of 2001). These
control charts are XmR (moving range) charts, with
control limits for each practice derived from the
difference between practice quarterly mortality rates
and the Northern Ireland quarterly mortality rate.

How this fits in
Monitoring mortality rates in general practice was recommended in the Baker
report. To date no practical method of mortality monitoring has been
implemented. Monitoring of mortality rates in general practice is feasible and
practical. Implementation of a monitoring system requires participation and
education of stakeholders; a practical tool to distinguish signals arising from
unusual variation in mortality rates from noise; and an agreed process for
follow-up of signals. In this study unusual mortality rates were the result of
unmeasured case-mix factors (demography and deprivation) affecting practices.
Stakeholders identified concerns about the public disclosure of mortality data
and the overall aim of monitoring.
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Longitudinal control charts were used in the process
of investigating special cause variation identified in
the cross-sectional charts. For illustrative purposes
only, control charts from four practices — A (low
mortality), B (high mortality), C (low mortality) and D
(high mortality) — are included. These indicate the
kind of patterns seen in these charts. 

Participation and education
We set up eight educational/feedback workshops for
GPs. These were intended to educate participants in
the underlying principles, tools and techniques of
this pilot project. Invitations were also sent to patient
representatives and coroners. The workshops were
designed to explain the project, the use of control
charts, to invite participants to raise concerns and to
influence the design and development of the project.
Prior to the workshops each general practice was
sent their own mortality data and two control charts
— a risk-adjusted cross-sectional chart highlighting
their own practice and their own longitudinal chart.
We report specific comments on these workshops in
the results.

Systematic investigation of special cause
variation
Practices showing special cause variation are likely
to have an assignable cause for that variation. We
sought to identify ‘credible’ assignable causes of
variation, using a systematic strategy adapted from
industry.17 This strategy is represented as a pyramid
(Figure 1). When we see special cause variation, we

first check the data, then patient case-mix, then
practice structure and resources, then the processes
of care being used by the practice and finally
individual carers.

Our search for a credible assignable cause had
two phases. In an exploratory desktop phase we
used existing data to identify possible causes of
special cause variation. Subject to GP consent, we
then discussed mortality data during an on-site
meeting with GPs in their practices.

All 114 practices were offered an on-site meeting
to discuss their mortality data in further detail.
Practices with special cause variation on the
age–sex–deprivation adjusted cross-sectional
control chart were prioritised for practice on-site
meetings, since this was the focus of the analysis. At
each on-site meeting, the practice’s own mortality
data — including a list of all deceased patients —
and their control charts with one or more GPs was
discussed. They were invited to question the integrity
of data and report any data verification they may
have undertaken. Only when practices
acknowledged that our data were correct, did we
proceed to the next step.

Using a semi-structured interview tool and aided by
longitudinal control charts for each of three age
bands (>75 year olds, 65–75 year olds, <65 years),
GPs were asked to suggest possible explanations for
their special cause variation on the adjusted cross-
sectional control chart. These hypotheses were
recorded and it was investigated whether these
hypotheses concurred with those generated by the
desktop phase or whether any additional analyses
could be undertaken in support or otherwise of these
hypotheses. If a GPs’ suggested explanation
appeared to be credible (face-validity) and there was
supporting evidence from our independent desktop
analysis (using additional data sets where applicable),
we concluded that a credible assignable cause had
been found. Where there was no such agreement
(despite further desktop analyses) we concluded that
a credible assignable cause could not be found.

Two additional data sets were used in testing
possible hypotheses. The first was the Noble index:18

a multiple deprivation index, derived in 2001 and
based largely on 1999 administrative data. The
Jarman index is a measure of GP workload than of
social deprivation and was based on the 1991
census rather than more recent data. The Noble
index therefore replaced the Jarman index in a
sensitivity analysis of case-mix adjustment. The
second was the prevalence of ‘Limiting long-term
illness’; derived from the 2001 census.15 It is a self-
assessment of limiting long-term illness health
problems or disability limiting daily activities or work
and it includes problems due to old age.
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Figure 1. ‘Pyramid’ model
of investigation to find a
credible cause for high
mortality.
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Where appropriate, we report the practices’ rank in
each case (Noble index and Limiting long-term
illness) based on 566 wards (Noble quintiles) and 582
wards (Limiting long-term illness quintiles). Under the
Noble index, the highest ranked wards (quintile 1) are
the most deprived. 

RESULTS
Cross-sectional control charts
Almost half of the general practices show special
cause variation on the control chart of crude
mortality rates from 1996–2000. When mortality rates
are adjusted for age, sex and deprivation, 18
practices show special cause variation. (Figure 2)
The practice (code D) furthest away from the upper
control limit is used to illustrate the systematic
investigation of special cause variation using the
pyramid model.

Longitudinal control charts
Longitudinal control charts — of the quarterly
difference between the practice crude and Northern
Ireland crude mortality rate – are illustrated for four
general practices.

The mortality rate of general practice A was below
the Northern Ireland mortality rate in all 28 quarters
and is consistent with common cause variation (Figure
3). Its mortality rate is within the control limits on the
age–sex–deprivation adjusted control chart. (Figure 2).

The mortality rate of general practice B shows
special cause variation in quarter two (Figure 4). The
signal from this quarter is so loud that it is likely to be
masking another signal in quarter 10. This lies
outside the upper control limit if quarter two is
excluded from the calculations. Furthermore, there is
evidence of a step down in the mortality rate at
quarter 11. General practice B appears within the
control limits in Figure 2.

General practice C has been consistently below
the Northern Ireland mortality rate, but there is
evidence of a step-up in mortality in quarter 20
(Figure 5). General practice C is below the lower
control limit in the control chart of crude mortality
rates, but is within the control limits in Figure 2.

General practice D appears well above the upper
control limit in the control chart of crude mortality
rates and remains so after adjustment (Figure 2). A
longitudinal control chart for this practice shows that
mortality is decreasing (Figure 6) . Preliminary follow-
up discussions with the practice highlighted the high
proportion of nursing home patients on their list. This
proportion subsequently declined as a result of a
change in practice policy designed to reduce the
numbers of nursing home patients on their list. A
subsequent analysis of the crude death rates in those
aged over 75 years old confirms this trend (Figure 7).
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Figure 2. Cross-sectional control chart showing age–sex-deprivation adjusted mortality
rates for 114 general practices in the Eastern Health and Social Services Board, Northern
Ireland (1996–2000).
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Figure 3. Longitudinal control chart of general practice A. 

Figure 4. Longitudinal control chart of general practice B.
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the adverse consequences of monitoring. There was a
fear that high mortality rates would be interpreted as
malpractice unless proven otherwise. Some GPs
expressed relief that their practice data was within
control limits. Participants also expressed concern
about the public disclosure of such data.

Participants expressed general agreement on our
use of the ‘pyramid’ model of investigation. A number
of GPs requested a breakdown of their practice
mortality data in order to validate it against their own
practice database. Several participants requested
additional assistance in interpreting their own data,
perhaps with additional analyses from our existing data
set. A recurrent closing theme in all our workshops was
the simple question — what is the aim?

Explanations for special cause practices
In all, 44 site visits were undertaken, including 14 of
18 special cause practices. Four low special cause
practices did not consent to a visit and we made no
further attempts to identify assignable causes for
their low mortality rates. All other practices were
given access to their mortality file (list of their
deceased patients) prior to the site visit. All 14
practices judged the data to be reliable as compared
with their own records and memories. Furthermore,
all 44 practices we visited (30 showing only
common-cause variation) found the mortality data
useful and requested that such data be made
available to them annually.

Table 1 shows the most likely assignable causes
identified for each practice together with supporting
evidence from key data items. Six of the 11 practices
with high special cause variation had an unusually
high proportion of patients dying in nursing homes.
Adjustment by place of death had not been
considered prior to the analysis.

In the three low special cause practices the
Jarman index appeared to underestimate affluence.
Re-analysis using the Noble index supported this
hypothesis. For one low special cause practice,
affluence was combined with very low levels of self-
reported limiting illnesses.

DISCUSSION
Summary of main findings
Our monitoring system distinguished special cause
variation in both cross-sectional and longitudinal
mortality rates from background chance variation.
Special cause variation invites us to engage in the
scientific method.19 Our pyramid model provided a
scientific method of investigation in partnership with
the practice. This begins with the hypothesis that there
is an assignable cause and systematically attempts to
identify it. A check on the data makes improvement in
data quality integral to, and not a prerequisite of, the

Figure 5. Longitudinal control chart of general practice C. 

Figure 6. Longitudinal control chart of general practice D.

Figure 7. Crude death rate in patients aged >75 years at practice D with a least squares line.
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GP feedback
Feedback from the workshops identified a number of
themes. Participants expressed anxiety about scrutiny
of death rates and the need to protect clinicians from
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monitoring process. In all practices that we visited, our
data were found to be accurate and reliable. A check
on case-mix identifies whether some practices serve
unusually high-risk or low-risk populations. 

In our study both high and low special cause
variation could be credibly assigned to unmeasured
case-mix factors: a large nursing home effect,
unmeasured excess or low levels of morbidity,
unusually high or low levels of deprivation. Since
practice age, sex and deprivation profiles provided
sufficient assignable causes for mortality variations,
we did not need to proceed higher in our pyramid
model. If necessary, further investigation would focus
on the levels of practice resources. We would then
investigate the process of care such as differences in
implementation or practice organisation. Finally we
would focus on the individuals involved to identify
factors associated with the individual.

Our findings confirm the view that case-mix
adjustment is not a perfect science and has its own
associated risks.20 The first practical result of our
findings is to modify the case-mix adjustment
methods. We agree that it is incorrect to interpret
residual variation after adequate case-mix adjustment
as attributable to either quality of care or the
healthcare provider.21

Strengths and limitations of the study
The Baker report recommends monitoring at GP level
rather than at practice level.1 GP level data were
available to us, however attribution of patients to
individual GPs is not reliable and the new GMS
contract encourages practice level rather than
individual responsibility. We therefore did not deem
individual GPs an appropriate unit of analyses in our
pilot study. An optimum time interval for mortality
monitoring needs to be determined. Our use of 5-year
mortality data is arbitrary and the choice of quarterly
time slices for the longitudinal charts is determined by
the frequency of practice population downloads from
the GMS payment system. In our view, 3–5 years of
data is sufficient for cross-sectional charts. Monthly
longitudinal charts could be used for large practices
and quarterly charts for smaller practices.

In keeping with Shewhart’s original work, we set
control limits at 3σ.8 Our findings confirm that this
level — which has been empirically found to be
appropriate in many other settings — was
appropriate for these data. Like any statistical
technique guidance from Shewhart control charts is
subject to misclassification errors.22 It is tempting to
see misclassification errors as analogous to false
positives and false negatives in a diagnostic test.
However this is incorrect. Diagnostic test
characteristics are determined by the extent of
agreement between test outcome and a known true

state (determined by a gold standard test). They are
therefore hypothesis testing. In Shewhart’s quality
improvement methodology we do not know the true
state (nor is there a gold standard test). We are
simply determining when it is likely to be useful to
generate hypotheses about the reasons for
variation. Shewhart control charts are not the only
the only graphical tool that could be used for this
purpose, techniques such as CUSUMS,23,24 and
SPRT25 have advocates. We found the strict use of
the language associated with Shewhart’s theory of
variation (common and special cause) to be helpful.
It avoids the implication that high mortality is bad
performance, that low mortality is good
performance or that common cause variation is the
‘norm’ and therefore acceptable. Educating
participating GPs and stakeholders in these
concepts was an integral part of the pilot project.
Like others26 we found both support for the principle
of monitoring mortality rates and anxiety around
public disclosure of such data.

Implications of the study
Several further issues arise from our pilot study. If a
practice does not consent to monitoring how
should we proceed? Mortality monitoring could be
made a contractual requirement. However, as many
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Practice
Code Primary explanation

1 Nursing home effect

2 Nursing home effect

3 Nursing home effect

4 Nursing home effect

5 Nursing home effect

6 Nursing home effect

7 Very high levels of deprivation and excess morbidity not adequately 
captured by the case-mix adjustment method

8 High levels of deprivation and excess morbidity not adequately 
captured by the case-mix adjustment method

9 High levels of deprivation and excess morbidity not adequately 
captured by the case-mix adjustment method. Practice population
becoming younger

10 Practice situated in a violent, deprived area and excess morbidity is 
not captured by case-mix adjustment method

11 Practice situated in a violent area. Deprivation and excess morbidity 
not captured by case-mix adjustment method

12 Low levels of deprivation not adequately captured by the case-mix 
adjustment method. Practice population becoming older 

13 Low levels of deprivation not adequately captured by the case-mix 
adjustment method

14 Very low levels of deprivation and comorbidity not adequately 
captured by the case-mix adjustment method

An extended version of this table is available as Supplementary information.

Table 1. Possible explanations for special cause practices.
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GPs found mortality monitoring valuable, providing
GPs’ concerns are addressed, voluntary
participation may be sufficient. How far should we
proceed in seeking an assignable cause for special
cause variation? To whose satisfaction should this
be done? Inclusion of additional stakeholders, such
as the Coroners service (currently under review27),
might make this process more robust and
independent. Our experience indicates that such a
process benefits from involving stakeholders with
in-depth knowledge of the data, analytical methods
and the local context.28 Funding for our pilot project
was approximately £25 000, however, as this figure
excludes opportunity costs such as GP time, data
collection, cleaning and analysis (carried out
routinely by the CSA) and the site visits; the true
cost of monitoring is certainly higher. Finally, if
investigation of a special cause does necessitate a
focus on individual carers, how should this
proceed? 

A recurrent closing question in our workshops
was: what is the aim? This pilot was undertaken to
monitor mortality rates in response to the Baker
report.1 But our ultimate aim is to use these data to
improve quality of care. Mortality rates may not be
the most appropriate measure. Several of our
practices and others2 have suggested that quality
improvement might be better served by analysis of
cause of death. This is possible with the CSA’s
linked GP mortality database. It remains a challenge
to devise a monitoring system that can lead to
improvement in quality of care and yet maintain the
support and confidence of stakeholders. We believe
that we have taken important steps towards meeting
this challenge.
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